**INSTRUCTIONS**

**Before You Test**
- Read the instructions carefully.
- Do not use after the expiration date.
- Make sure the crystals are yellow.
- Do not use if inner glass capsule is broken or if crystals are blue/green.
- This is not a self-test. Have someone who has not been drinking help you conduct the test.

**STEP 1**
Wait 15 minutes after last alcoholic drink, or rinse your mouth with 10 oz. of water before use.

**STEP 2**
Squeeze the middle of test to break inner glass capsule. Squeeze only once. Do not bend or twist. Rotate to distribute crystals in viewing area. Use test immediately.

**STEP 3**
- **With Blow Bag:** Attach blow bag to back end of test. Blow hard through test in one continuous breath until blow bag is fully inflated. Remove blow bag and lay test flat and wait two minutes.
- **Without Blow Bag:** Blow hard into end of test for 12 seconds in one continuous breath. Do not inhale through test. Lay test flat and wait two minutes.

**STEP 4**
Read the results between two minutes and three hours after performing the test.

**READING RESULTS**

**POSITIVE RESULTS:**
Most of the crystals are light aqua (green/blue, blue/green) color.
Your alcohol level is at or above the level printed on the test device.

**NEGATIVE RESULTS:**
Most of the crystals are light yellow. The yellow may be a different color than an unused test device, or may be very pale yellow.
Your alcohol level is below the level printed on the test device.

Compare results against one or more unused tests. If most of the crystals are not aqua or green color, then the test is negative.

For best results read test in indirect sunlight, incandescent or florescent lighting. The color change may be difficult to see under some streetlights and in dim light.

< PLEASE SEE OTHER SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION >